NOTE: This information supplements the Local Rules and Conditions of Competition for USGA Championships printed on the opposite side of this sheet.

FLOWER BEDS: are treated as obstructions and behind #9 Green are considered part of the cart path that surrounds them.

WOOD CHIP PATHS: Have the same status of Artificially Surfaced Roads and Paths

OUT OF BOUNDS: Defined by inside of stake or fence post at ground level and when both Fences and Stakes are present, Stakes Identify and Fence Defines the Out of Bounds.

IMMOVABLE OBSTRUCTIONS CLOSE TO THE PUTTING GREEN: Model Local Rule F-5 is in effect.

replacement of broken or significantly damaged club: Model Local Rule G-9 is in effect.

BALL PLAYED FROM OUTSIDE RELIEF AREA WHEN TAKING BACK-ON-THE-LINE RELIEF: Model Local Rule E-12 is in effect.

Penalty Areas: Include Native Area, left unattended and the mower edge line defines the condition

Scoring Area – Located in the Clubhouse enter just to the West of the Putting Green

Pace of Play - Allocated Time - 4-hour and 30-minute pace for the 18-hole round.

Play-off to determine qualifying places and alternates In the event of a tie for final position(s), there will be a hole-by-hole play-off immediately upon the completion of the second round. (8 Qualifying Positions & 2 Alternates). It is the Players Responsibility to be in position for playoff.

Penalty Areas and Out of Bounds

HOLE #1: OB Right
HOLE #2: OB Right
HOLE #3: OB Right, Penalty Area (Optional Ball Drop for Ball Entering Penalty Area)
HOLE #4: OB Right, Penalty Area Left
HOLE #5: OB Left
HOLE #6: Penalty Area behind Green
HOLE #9: Penalty Area (Native Area Right, Indicated by Stakes & Defined by Mow Edges)
HOLE #10: OB Left & Behind
HOLE #11: OB Left, Lateral Hazard Right
HOLE #13: Penalty Right
HOLE #14: Penalty Area (Native Area Left, Indicated by Stakes & Defined by Mow Edges)
HOLE #18: OB Right and Behind Green

Weather:

Suspension of Play for
Dangerous Situation: 1 Prolonged Airhorn Note
Stop Play Immediately, Penalty Disqualification

Suspension of Play: 3 Consecutive Airhorn Notes
You May Finish the Hole You Are On

Resumption of Play: 2 Short Airhorn Notes

When Play is Suspended all Practice Areas are Closed Until Committee Declares Them Open.

Thanks to Walnut Grove for Hosting the Qualifier